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ABSTRACT  In August 1967, as the slogan Black Power burst the confines of African Ameri-
can subcultures and global anti-colonial movements began to circulate prominently within
mainstream mass media, seven men from two countries met via a transnational telephone
connection to talk about the colour black. Their conversation, and its subsequent publication
in the arts journal artscanada’sOctober 1967 issue titled “Black,” provides this article’s focus.
While the thematic issue indexes a rare intersection between elite art and racial politics, and
while it is unlikely that any of these representatives of innovative contemporary art practices
intimate with the radical countercultures of Greenwich Village and Yorkville saw any cloying
taint of bigotry compromise their views about art and art-making, the issue nonetheless en-
forces covert racism sustained by ideologies of Whiteness. The result is that rather than em-
bracing creative expression associated with black, Black-as-race is construed as alien to
contemporary art’s mise-en-scène.
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RÉSUMÉ En août 1967, quand le slogan « Black Power » se fait entendre au-delà des
subcultures afro-américaines et les principaux médias commencent à couvrir les
mouvements anti-impérialistes mondiaux, sept hommes vivant dans deux pays, par
l’intermédiaire d’un lien téléphonique interurbain, ont eu une échange sur la couleur noire.
Cet article porte sur cette conversation et sa publication ultérieure en octobre 1967 dans un
numéro de la revue artscanada intitulé « Black ». Ce numéro thématique est l’occasion d’une
rare intersection entre l’art d’élite et la politique raciale. Il est peu probable que ces
représentants de pratiques innovatrices d’art contemporain, avec leur connaissance intime
des contrecultures radicales de Greenwich Village et de Yorkville, aient été conscients d’avoir
exprimé des préjugés à l’égard de l’art et de la création artistique. Pourtant, le numéro
comporte des exemples de racisme implicite soutenu par une idéologie favorisant la
blancheur. En conséquence, plutôt que de reconnaître l’expression créative associée à ce qui
est noir, les interlocuteurs traitent le noir en tant que race étrangère par rapport à l’art
contemporain.
MOTS CLÉS Art et politique raciale; artscanada; Black Power; Périodiqes
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Introduction
By 1967 the slogan Black Power burst the confines of African American subculturesand global anti-colonial movements began to circulate prominently within main-
stream mass media. The phrase not only intimately linked liberation movements in
Africa and Asia with those in the Americas, including civil rights and Black1 nationalist
movements, but also with Black artistic production. Amiri Baraka and Miriam Makeba,
for example, brought avant-garde Black poetics and performance in Baraka’s case, and
African folk music in Makeba’s case, to audiences on both sides of the Atlantic. Against
this backdrop of black’s heightened presence as racial, creative, and revolutionary,
seven artists and art professionals from Canada and the United States met via a transna-
tional telephone connection to talk about the colour black. The result of their conver-
sation formed the centrepiece of the Canadian arts journal artscanada’s2 October 1967
issue titled “Black.”
Despite the term’s heightened racial connotations, in the late 1960s the intersec-
tion of elite modes of contemporary art with minority creative-critical movements was
not unequivocal. True, the issue associates Black with race, but this understanding
Fig. 1. Fernandez, J. (1967). Photo: Jessie Fernandez, 
New York, in “Black,” artscanada, 113, p. 4.
Note: Copyright, A. T. Brodzky, Society for Art Publications of the Americas (SAPA).
competes with the black of outer space, new jazz, and paint. The weight given these
other meanings not only neutralizes the topic of racial politics, it also asserts the bound-
aries of contemporary art as implicitly white. While the civil rights movement could
inspire left leaning White artists in the 1960s, its artistic value ended there. By this ges-
ture, the issue marks Black-as-race as alien to contemporary arts’ mise-en-scène.
This article proposes a rereading of artscanada’s issue no. 113, here in referred to
as the artscanada “Black” issue. On one hand, a rereading must recognize that the
issue facilitated and documented a rarely visible intersection of an elite mode of 1960s
contemporary art with the critical-creative activism aligned with international African
liberation struggles. Such an understanding acknowledges the progressive politics and
intercultural alliances shared by many of the participants, including artscanada editors.
On the other, the issue bolsters an unstated norm where the art and artists to which
all but one of the panellists refers, are White. The position is not solely articulated by
the panellists; formal and aesthetic strategies subtly provide ample corroboration so
that the artscanada “Black” issue stands as a flawless instance of what, by the late
1960s, Black theorists cogently identified as covert or systemic racism. Since the 1990s,
critical interrogations of the ideology of whiteness extend the notion of covert racism
to explain the historically constituted complex of discursive and material practices
that privileges White people, white institutions, and culture over non-White. While I
never lose sight of the progressive trace that I believe the artscanada “Black” issue pro-
vides, this paper concentrates on the latter. It explores through a close examination
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Fig. 2. Lambeth, M. (1967). Photo: Michael Lambeth, Toronto,
in “Black,” artscanada, 113, p. 5.
Note: Copyright, A. T. Brodzky, Society for Art Publications of the Americas.
of the issue’s formal aesthetic elements that work in conjunction with the panellists’
August 16, 1967 black conversation, how the issue deftly marks the racially segregated
parameters of the elite world of contemporary art so that the creative work aligned
with 1960s African liberation lie outside its domain.
My aim is to sketch this feat along three tracks: first, an examination of the term
black’s status in 1967 that lays the historical context for the second—a close reading
of the artscanada “Black” issue’s material and discursive organization. My third track
attempts to understand the issue through the temporally located building blocks of
1960s Black nationalist and more recent whiteness theory by rereading the artscanada
“Black” issue in terms of the notions of covert racism and the constitutive ideological
force of whiteness. While I suspect that the legacy of covert racism continues to shape
our understanding of the relationship between past minority and elite modes of art,
the question is beyond what I address here. Before outlining the historical context in
1967, I should like to clarify my use of terminology and provide a brief description of
the artscanada “Black” issue.
Terminology
Throughout, three terms supplant ones in more common usage. By contemporary art
I refer not only to the discipline of art history’s penchant for separating past art from
present production, but also, and more significantly, to recognize this work’s status as
an elite and privileged mode of creative expression. In this, I seek to distinguish a cer-
tain kind of creative production from that invoked by two other terms: avant-garde
and what Mike Sell refers to as “creative-critical minority movements” or “minoritar-
ian” cultural activism (2007, p. 42; 2006, p. 277). Avant-garde I will discuss at a later
point. My use of “critical-creative” and “minoritarian” are more intrinsic to my argu-
ment. For Sell “‘minoritarian’ is a term intended to describe social formations that are
minoritized, either by force or by choice, and that premise their aesthetic, cultural, and
political work in a positive and empowered understanding of that minority status”
(2006, p. 282). This understanding recognizes the complex of aesthetics, culture, and
politics associated with African Liberation movements and that momentarily appear
in the artscanada “Black” issue.
This last phrase leads to my third term, “African liberation.” If the Black civil rights
movement is typically construed as a national phenomenon, African liberation is more
in keeping with how Black artists and activists in the late 1960s imagined their own ac-
tivities. Let me give a brief example from the artscanada“Black” issue. When Cecil Taylor,
the only Black participant in the August 16 conversation, spoke of “Black – the black
way of life” (artscanada, 1967, p. 6) he was not only referring to the Afro-American ex-
perience. For him Black identity, Black culture and “the black way of life” form the dias-
pora’s material. Indeed, common to both contemporary art and African liberation
movements was their international purview. This is not to suggest that national speci-
ficity is unimportant. artscanada is a Canadian journal and its “Black” issue showcases
a Toronto, Canada–New York, United States connection, realized by Canadian and Amer-
ican arts professionals and critics. Nonetheless, just as Taylor situates the “the black way
of life” as transnational, the artscanada “Black” issue imagines an international arts com-
munity unfettered by national borders. Indeed, the issue demonstrates a perennial desire
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to locate Canadian art and art-makers as contemporaries of and in dialogue with inter-
national art movements, which in the 1960s figured New York as a centre. 
The artscanada “Black” issue
A brief description of the artscanada “Black” issue must begin with the August 16
black conversation at its core. As I have already mentioned, the conversation took
place between seven men in two cities, abetted by the best modern telecommunica-
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Fig. 3. artscanada. (1967). Cover: Aldo Tambellini’s lumagram from hand-painted 
slide for Black Zero in “Black,” artscanada, 113, p. 1.
Note: Copyright, A. T. Brodzky, SAPA.
tions that Canada’s national broadcasting system, the Canadian Broadcasting Corpo-
ration (CBC), and the Bell Telephone Company could provide. A transnational tele-
phone connection linked the CBC Toronto and New York studios. The collaborative
effort of private and public national corporations positioned national artists and intel-
lectuals within an international contemporary art context. Although presented as an
international event between New York, the hub of the international art world, and
Toronto, the geographic and economic centre of English Canada, the black conversa-
tion was nonetheless, a Canadian endeavour, initiated by a prominent national journal
and facilitated by national corporate and public telecommunications.
The seven-member panel, made up of artists, musicians, an architect, and a social
scientist with an interest in art criticism, were all men, and, with the exception of free-
jazz pianist, Cecil Taylor (1929), they were all White. Nonetheless, the transcript of
their conversation shows that panellists Stu Broomer (1947), Harvey Cowan (1935),
Ad Reinhardt (1913-1967), Arnold Rockman (1930), Michael Snow (1929), Aldo Tam-
bellini (1930), and Taylor, each held very personal, and in some cases, contentious
ideas about black and its significance. It is their diverse commitments to one meaning
or another that provides the black conversation’s interest as it appeared two months
later in the October artscanada “Black” issue. 
At the time the journal’s format was large tabloid size—approximately 23 x 29
cm—bound and stapled, with a soft front and back cover. It came bagged in a clear
plastic sheath with a newspaper insert boldly titled artscan. Typically art journals pres-
ent reviews and criticism as finished pieces of writing. artscanada in its Canadian Art
stages did (and continues to do) just that. However, as artscanada, the journal hived
interpretation into a newsletter supplement leaving the monthly thematically organ-
ized magazine to do different work. In the artscanada “Black” issue the transcript of
the August 16 conversation stands unfiltered by “expert” interpretation.
The all black cover was smartly accented by a hot pink sticker announcing the
contents “in this issue: Tribute to Ad Reinhardt,” in bold, followed by “Black Power,
Black Sounds, Black Words, Black Painting, Black Magic, Black Aesthetic, Black Space,
Black Light,” in two columns, followed by “75 cents.” Where the newspaper insert pro-
vided news coverage of topical arts related issues such as theatre reviews and coverage
of the Montreal film festival, the journal itself is a self-contained aesthetic package. Ed-
itorial comment in the accompanying newspaper insert titled artscan explains: “This
issue of arts/canada is further evidence of our desire to make a marriage of form and
content” (1967, p. 2).3 Inside the issue’s cover the text of the men’s “conversation runs
in linear fashion, in imitation of the motion of speech,” with two thirds of each page
“left clear for visual illustration and expansion of text” (artscan, 1967, p. 2). Written
pieces such as excerpts from the 1950 Shorter Oxford English Dictionary definition of
black, poems, reproductions of many black and white artworks, illustrations, and pho-
tographs, created or chosen by the panellists, are assembled into an elegant 19-page
montage, with the corresponding captions “which might distract from the page”
placed inside the back cover (artscan, 1967, p. 2).
The sequential movement from vibrant cover and inside page of the artscanada
“Black” issue is followed on page 3 by text where Reinhardt, Rockman, and Snow in-
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troduce some of black’s complexity; followed by a double page spread of the seven
men—four in New York, three in Toronto with artscanada editor Ann Brodzy (1967,
pp. 4 and 5); followed by another spread, comprised of three elements—Reinhardt’s
bald head framed within an all-black rectangle bent toward us, and an all-black rec-
tangle (Reinhardt’s painting), adjacent to Japanese calligraphy for “painting” (1967,
pp. 6 and 7). And so on. The magazine proceeds with this mix of black and white tex-
tual and visual juxtapositions through elements of cover design, front and end pages,
layout, sequence, montage of visuals, and supplementary texts. Where historical con-
text underscores Black’s unequivocal meaning in the late 1960s as racial despite the
seven men’s entertainment of many other meanings, close analysis reveals the issue’s
use of a variety of formal print and aesthetic devices as a way to engage with, yet si-
multaneously enforce, Black-as-racial as alien to contemporary art.
1967 racial politics
The choice of black as the thematic focus of a single issue in 1967 is scarcely arbitrary.
One of the most characteristic aspects of the 1960s was the information surround af-
forded by the expansion of broadcast television (Marwick, 1998; Torres, 2003). Media
scholar Sasha Torres argues that the civil rights movement and American broadcast
industry were mutually constitutive in television’s formative development during the
1950s. It is through media that the fortunes of Black-as-racial leapt into view of the
dominant White culture. By 1967 black as a colour was a potent sign for African liber-
ation movements and the rallying point for a Black consciousness shorn of the demor-
alizing yoke of the White European gaze. True, that as a racial indicator, the word and
concept “black” had been in use throughout the 20th century, claimed by such impor-
tant thinkers as W.E.B. Du Bois who published the Souls of Black Folk in 1903, and the
Martinicans Aime Césaire and Franz Fanon. Nonetheless, in 1967 the word’s status had
blossomed from the limited and somewhat specialized worlds of anti-colonial intel-
lectuals into popular imagination. A year before the August 16, 1967 black conversation,
Stokely Carmichael, the charismatic chair of the radical American civil rights organi-
zation the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC), announced its pro-
grammatic rejection of nonviolence. The shift in ideological focus gave particular
inflection to Carmichael’s shout for “Black Power” that was so widely circulated by
broadcast media (Carson, 1995). The second event from the same year was the forma-
tion of the Black Panther Party for Self Defence (BPP), whose members immediately
went to work demonstrating their ability to integrate Black consciousness and revolu-
tionary rhetoric with media savvy (Phu, 2008; Verrall, 2011).
While these two events gave black its popular currency beyond the subcultures
of Black communities and the left, sweeping global movements enhanced its signifi-
cance. Of these, the most profound was the rapid transformation of the African conti-
nent from dark outposts of various European empires into modern nation states. That
this had a profound influence on both mainstream culture and Black activism can be
seen in Expo ’67’s “Africa Place” as well as in the writings of American “Black Arts lu-
minaries” like Baraka (Sell, 2001, p. 413). As Sell points out, “these same intellectuals
were hardly bound by the West. They also knew about the African diaspora” and
“global decolonization movements” (Sell, 2001, p. 413). If “Africa Place” at the interna-
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tional exposition in Montreal celebrated the cultures of fifteen newly independent for-
mer British and French colonies (Library and Archives Canada, n.d.) these successes
inspired North American artists and activists, connecting them with an international
community. Thus African liberation movements linked Black definitively with race,
and not only with Black people, but also with an international Black culture that was
politically transformative and ancient while riding the crest of modernization.
The artscanada “Black” issue weighs into these debates in a way that illuminates
a productive intersection between the elite world of contemporary art and minoritarian
cultural activism associated with the African diaspora and global decolonization move-
ments. While the translation of the August 16 conversation into the October issue as
an unedited “running commentary” (artscanada, 1967, p. 3) allows us a retrospective
glimpse of this encounter, the issue’s formal and aesthetic elements underplay this
global drama.
Reading artscanada’s “Black”
I now turn to the artscanada “Black” issue to explore its visual, textual, and discursive
treatment of black. These devices produce a complex document that materially trans-
lates the ephemeral and performative conversation into a “bound and stapled book”
(artscan, 1967, p. 2). At the beginning of the issue, editor Anne Brodsky assures that
the “text of this conversation” comprises an authentic record, with only minimal re-
shaping “in the interest of conciseness and clarity” (artscanada, 1967, p. 3). The deci-
sion to represent the seven men’s conversation with minimal reshaping was an
aesthetic one that I will show allows black as the expression of a critical-creative mi-
nority movement to sit temporarily, however uneasily, within the frame of contempo-
rary art. However, the issue also manages several other understandings of black: some
professed by the participants and Brodsky in her brief comments; others appear
through the issue’s formal and aesthetic languages.
Two come immediately into view in the first pages of the issue to set dominant
yet competing frames. I think of these as “universalism” countered by “pluralism.”
Where the first is most strongly proffered by one of the panellists, the other appears
as the journal’s editorial “voice.” However, while the panellist and editor state both of
these, the definitions are most forcefully articulated through the issue’s formal lan-
guages. The cover sets an aesthetic tone that is contemporary and jazz riff cool. Under
the artscanada banner, which is on the same line as the issue’s theme “Black,” an art-
work by one of the New York panellists centres and dominates the cover. Tambellini’s
“lumagram from hand painted slide” is a circular graphic that commands most of the
space below the artscanada banner (artscanada, 1967, p. 19). It glows against the oth-
erwise solid black background, suggesting a camera-like aperture that seemingly, lazily,
revolves. Its implied opening transforms the background into the infinity of night with
the universe beyond. These components—the rich mix of light and dark actualized
through art, text, and graphic layout—carry on throughout the issue. It is through
these careful aesthetic relationships that I detect artscanada’s editorial “voice,” which
is discreetly absent from the “running commentary” of the seven panellists.
Despite artscanada’s attempt to play the neutral role of facilitator rather than con-
tributor to defining black, Tambellini’s “lumagram” cover not only sets the artscanada
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“Black” issue aesthetic, it also indicates the black that the issue privileges. Immediately
inside the cover is another Tambellini work titled “round poem” that visually develops
the lumagram’s tactic of light and black. Here a circle of white hand-written text, which
also seems to turn in a night sky, reads “and before the beginning was black before
the beginning.” Together, cover and inside page strongly suggest that black is a uni-
versal metaphor for existence, as infinite as outer space. Such an interpretation seems
to counter the issue’s introductory statement written by Anne Brodzy. She writes,
Black as spatial concept, symbol, paint quality; the social-political implica-
tions of black; black as stasis, negation, nothingness and black as change, im-
permanence and potentiality… (artscanada, 1967, p. 3)
According to this, Brodzy’s black appears first and foremost as pluralistic. It can
encompass and accommodate such contradictory notions as “negation” and “poten-
tiality.” Her statement taken with the remaining pages portrays an idea of black that
is contemporary and ancient, open and enclosed, substantive as earth and yet also as
ephemeral as thought. Despite Tambellini’s artwork on the cover and first inside page,
Brodzy’s interpretation appears to dominate the artscanada “Black” issue. 
Even with the breadth of possibilities, panellists argue for their particular meaning.
Two are forcefully articulated—one is from Reinhardt, the most senior member of the
panel, who died shortly after August 16 before the issue reached publication. Well
known for his all-black canvases, he begins the black conversation.
I once organized a talk on black, and I started with black as a symbol, black
as a colour, and the connotations of black in our culture where our whole
system is imposed on us in terms of darkness, lightness, blackness, whiteness.
Goodness and badness are associated with black. As an artist and painter I
would eliminate the symbolic pretty much, for black is interesting not as a
colour but as a non-colour and the absence of colour. (artscanada, 1967, p. 3)
A little further on in this passage Reinhardt says that he also wants to “eliminate
the religious ideas about black” (p. 3). After some thoughts from Rockman on values
associated with black in the west, Reinhardt reiterates the limitation of his interests
more explicitly: “It’s the negativeness of black, or darkness particularly in painting
which interests me. When you get into the dark-and-light experience in other fields, I
think that would be something else” (p. 3). He presents a firmly modernist position
that insists on the complete separation of art from life. Throughout the black conver-
sation he emphasizes the formal and aesthetic aspects of black in relation to art, or
what Brodzy had called, black as “paint quality.” He states, “I’d like to insist that the
highest possible discussion would be on an aesthetic level, and that it has to do with
art and it has to do with an experience or a creation” (p. 7). Reinhardt’s formalist view
is not representative of the entire contemporary art discourse during the mid-1960s
and is in fact contested heatedly by Tambellini, the creator of the cover lumagram and
inside page round poem.
Tambellini is less interested in what art is (formal and exclusive in Reinhardt’s
sense) than in what it represents of the human condition. Working in different media
such as film, paint, sculpture, and new media, Tambellini explains that his work ex-
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plores an overarching thematic of light and black. He notes, “I am working and ex-
ploring black in different kinds of dimensions” (artscanada, 1967, p. 5). Black, in Tam-
bellini’s sense, is an object of investigation, a subject of interest, whose nature and
mystery art may attempt to represent, directly countering Reinhardt’s view with the
claim, “I wish … to get rid of art as art” (p. 6).
Reinhardt and Tambellini represent two chronological positions that belong to con-
temporary art’s well-documented trajectory (Crow, 1997). Together they point to the
crisis and transformation of western art’s own progressive story about itself in the 1960s
as the shift from dominant modernism to dominant postmodernism. As the oldest pan-
ellist, Reinhardt endures some ridicule and not only from Tambellini. However, this
generational conflict is not the only rift in the panellists’ conversation. Taylor ruptures
the art as art-art as lifedebate by forcibly putting Black as racial on the table. He argues,
I think Richard Wright wrote a book in the 1930s called Black Power. Unfor-
tunately, newspapers must sell, and I think they give a meaning of the mo-
ment to something which has long been in existence. The black artists have
been in existence. Black - the black way of life - is an integral part of the Amer-
ican experience - the dance, for instance, the slop, Lindy hop, applejack, Wa-
tusi. Or the language, the spirit of the black in the language—“hip,” “Daddy,”
“crazy,” and what’s happening, “dig.” These are manifestations of black energy,
of black power, if you will (artscanada, 1967, p. 6)
Taylor’s long passage handily illustrates a textured understanding of Black as mi-
noritarian critical-creative expression. No matter that he misses the publication of
African American writer Richard Wright’s 1954 Black Powerby two decades; the gesture
puts the word within its longer history of Afro American diasporic experience and
anti-colonial thought. His disparaging comment about newspapers’ commoditization
of the present might be a backhanded jab at artscanada’s opportunistic interest in
black as a thematic choice. But it can also be understood as a reference to the larger
media panic swirling around Carmichael’s “Black Power” shout. Although Taylor’s
“black power” is not capitalized in the artscanada’s “Black” issue, the allusion to
Carmichael’s and the BPP’s Black Power is unmistakable. Taylor’s “Black artists,” Black
as a “Black way of life,” and the cultural production and “spirit” of Black people, wrests
black from Reinhardt’s aesthetics and Tambellini’s universal potential. Instead, his
meaning is specifically racial and historical, and located within the Black diasporic ex-
perience of oppression and poverty and associated cultural forms, while his linkage of
Black artists and “black in the language” alludes not only to the ongoing history of
black cultural production but specifically to the spike of creative work created in the
1960s and 1970s that worked in “concert with Black Power, black studies, [and] black
economic empowerment” (Donaldson, 1998, p. 3). Indeed, Taylor’s assertion that “the
most dynamic force in American political life since the mid-1950s has been the Black
surge for equal representation, equal opportunities” (artscanada, 1967, p. 6) makes
the connection between creative work and the critical social-political agendas of the
SNCC and the BPP explicit.
Reinhardt’s response to Taylor is to reassert his idea that black must be reserved
for “the highest possible level of discussion;” the implication being, of course, that
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Taylor’s position is not “the highest.” As Reinhardt explained, “There’s something
about darkness or blackness that has something to do with aesthetics and not to do
with outer space or the colour of skin or the colour of matter” (artscanada, 1967, p. 7).
Interestingly, Tambellini also resisted the racial specificity of Taylor’s statements. He
calls for a greater, more universal understanding of black “as the beginning of all
things” (p. 9). Here black serves as both metaphor and physical reality. From the dark-
ness of prehistoric caves to the cosmonauts’ experience of space, Tambellini’s black is
a philosophic quest for light yet also the story of human life. “Man himself,” Tambellini
states, “is completely in this darkness.… But he’s got to break out of this blackness”
(p. 12). Far from influencing the overall understanding of black in the issue, Taylor has
the sole task of carrying Black-as-racial torch, correspondingly indexed by his sole
Black body on the panel.
This is not to say that his position is entirely unsupported in the artscanada
“Black” issue. Particular use of language, views of other panellists, and visuals attest
to Taylor’s interpretation. I have already pointed to the “Black Power” listed with
“Black Sounds, Black Words,” etcetera on the outside sticker and Brodzy’s mention of
black’s “social-political implications,” which we can read as code for race, in her intro-
ductory comments. Other panellists allow for an understanding of Black as racial. Rock-
man, with an interest in the sociology of art, alludes to the racial politics outside the
sound studios. Even Tambellini momentarily expresses empathy for the “black man”
as he denounces the conventions and traditions of western culture. For him segrega-
tion, like museums and object art, are symptomatic of the West’s idiocies (artscanada,
1967, p. 14). Visual texts support these verbal and textual acknowledgements. A double
page spread (pp. 16-7) balances a portrait cement bust of the Queen of Sheba on one
side with the crouched BPP logo on the other.
So far the issue offers five understandings of black: the two competing frames of
universalism versus pluralism established in the opening pages and the panellists’ con-
versation reveals an additional three competing arcs outlined by Reinhart, Tambellini,
and Taylor. However, it is from the other panellists, who incidentally are also the par-
ticipating Canadians, that some of black’s other possible meanings come into view. I
find it fascinating that the Canadian participants, Snow in New York, and Broomer,
Cowan, and Rockman in Toronto, are less engaged with the art as art-art as life (but
not as racialized life) and art as critical-creative minoritarian expression and resistance
discussion. Their significant contributions to the black conversation move in another
direction. 
The very young musician Broomer, architect Cowan, and artist and experimental
filmmaker Snow all keep their comments fairly closely connected to their own work.
Broomer finds “a parallel between the purely visual properties of black and the music
in which I’m involved” (artscanada, 1967, p. 4), while Cowan observes that, “architects
have been scared to death to use black” (p. 4), and Snow’s most significant statement
refers to his work with Broomer on a sound piece for the Youth Pavilion at Expo ’67
inspired by his father’s blindness. While their discussion of black is specific and con-
cerned with aesthetics, it is also individualistic, avoiding both the racial controversy
and Reinhardt’s elevated claims. Apparently they are also less concerned with the tran-
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scendent aesthetic properties of paint (Reinhardt), the universal human condition
(Tambellini), or the social-political upheavals rocking the globe (Taylor). It is to them
that we can attribute understandings of black as “symbol,” “stasis, negation,” and
“nothingness,” as mentioned in Brodzy’s opening comments.
Rockman is alone in his attempt to broach the two positions, which can be
summed up as black as anything except race and Black-as-race. After all, it is Rockman
who teases out the links and patterns between the panellists’ different views no matter
whether they are aesthetic or social. On the question of aesthetics, he explains that
the panellists’ competing views are really different understandings of form—for Rein-
hardt black is “a palpable object,” while “most of us” are interested in “black with all
its other connotations and the fusion kind of aesthetics” (artscanada, 1967, p. 17). In
another instance quite early in the discussion he mentions that the Chinese yin yang
symbol could be used as “an alternative movement to the black and white power move-
ments” (p. 6). Again, at another point, he responds directly to Taylor’s racialized un-
derstanding of Black when he perceptively suggests, “the whole negro bit is a creation
of the white world” (p. 7). Then, he shrinks from further implications by speculating
that if White people had called themselves a variety of shades of light brown instead
of White, “we wouldn’t be in the present hangup” (p. 7). 
In this way the Canadians—Broomer, Cowan and Snow—round out the issue’s
competing understandings of black by adding their concerns with the intimate and
personal (Snow’s father’s blindness), professional concerns (of music, art and archi-
tecture), and Rockman’s social science inflected syncretism. Let me now reintroduce
the artscanada “Black” issue as a case through which we can view the workings of
black as it interlocks with the ideology of Whiteness.
Concept of White
Thus far my attention has been on black; however, it is now black as it is constituted
in relation to white that provides another entry point to my consideration of the
artscanada “Black” issue. While the artscanada “Black” issue’s interest was the singular
colour black, within its pages the colour is enhanced, articulated, visualized, and given
substance by white, and by extension, whiteness. By this I refer not only to the black’s
antonymic pairing in paint or light, but also to the race relations that informed the
practices of art-making and the institutions charged with its promotion and circulation.
That Black’s status in the 1960s entwines intimately with that of White was not lost
on Black intellectual-activists of or before that time. Since W.E.B. Du Bois’s 1903 address
to the “pale race” in the Souls of Black Folk, this intimacy is a matter of historical record.
Stokely Carmichael and Charles V. Hamilton’s 1967 polemic essay “Black Power: The
Politics of Liberation in America” provides a clear portrait of the “white power struc-
ture” (p. 113) and more recently, Valerie Babb (1998) opens the final chapter of her
book on the ideology of Whiteness with the assertion that
Michael Foucault did not invent theory; Jacques Derrida did not invent the-
ory; the barbers in my son’s barbershop did. As they fade, edge, and trim,
they discourse. … One “text” they are particularly fond of deconstructing is
The White Man …[T]his white man is essentially a fabrication. In hearing
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these barbers speak, however, the power of this fabrication materially to affect
the lives of many becomes evident. (p. 167)
A short history of White and Black studies reveals White and Black’s dovetailed
paths. A relative newcomer to the lexicon of scholarly criticism, the term Whiteness
reflects increasing scholarly interest with the “last great preserve of identity politics”
(Appiah and Gates, 1997, p. 4). In recent theoretical terms, whiteness is an analytical
tool that explains the racialized underpinnings that link the histories of Western art
with anti-colonial movements. The fundamental dimensions of what Whiteness the-
orizes are not novel. However, until Whiteness asserted itself into the vocabulary of
criticism in the 1990s, most analyses of White privilege have been the preserve of
“other” racialized studies.
In teasing out the unmarked presence of White in the artscanada “Black” issue, I
should like to consider three arguments presented by Stokely Carmichael and Charles
V. Hamilton in the late-1960s, Babb in the late-1990s and George Elliot Clarke, whose
1991 article “White Like Canada” extends the significance of white to Canadian intel-
lectual and artistic national culture. Carmichael and Hamilton, and Babb name three
forms of racism: overt and covert forms (Carmichael and Hamilton, 1967) and patterns
of visibility/invisibility (Babb, 1998). My interest in Carmichael and Hamilton’s 1960s
Black Nationalist perspective lies not only in their essay’s formative impact on critical
anti-racist discourses, but also its timely proximity to the August 16 “Black” conversa-
tion and the publication of the artscanada “Black” issue. Babb and Clarke share his-
torical contingency—since they contribute to some of earliest scholarship in Whiteness
studies—as well as the fact that their careers in literary criticism embrace a broad un-
derstanding of the intersection of national history with national cultural production
and race, which is intimately informed by their own experiences of being Black aca-
demics. Their difference lies in national perspective: where Babb has an American
view, Clarke cast his eye on Canada. 
Carmichael and Hamilton’s essay “Black Power: The Politics of Liberation in
America” (1967) distinguishes overt from covert forms of racism. Where one is prac-
tised by easily identified White bigots whose “overt acts … cause death, injury or vio-
lent destruction of property”(p. 112), the second, they assert, is “far more subtle”
because the role of “specific individuals” (p. 112) is masked, yet, the destruction is
nonetheless devastating. Carmichael and Hamilton call this second type “institutional
racism” because it “originates in the operation of established and respected forces in
society” (p. 112), which can be termed the “white power structure.” Such a structure
exists, they argued, as an “established system of vested interests” (p. 113) organized
by race and experienced by the “black community” in the “very concrete terms”
(p. 114) of White landlords, White policemen, segregation in Black ghettos, White
school boards, and White curriculum. By 1967 many Whites on the moderate to radical
left on both sides of the border were appalled by overt demonstrations of racism. How-
ever, the second form of covert racism is a different story.
Contemporary art operated at the intersection of two powerful interlocked discur-
sive fields, namely Western civilization and Western art, whose autobiographies unfurl
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in the sub-plots of national histories and the histories of national art such as Canadian
history and Canadian art.
The story of Western art as articulated by the discipline of art history has had a
singularly impressive part in consolidating White hegemony and institutionalized
racism. Not only has the very existence of European masterpieces been used as evi-
dence of civilization and hence cultural superiority; their chosen subjects of represen-
tation, practices of production, and display have affirmed British and European culture,
history, moral values, and political and social organization over those they had subju-
gated (Mansfield, 2007; Said, 1993; Sell, 2006). The history of art as it meets the nation’s
art powerfully enforced institutionalized racism by naturalizing the privileges of White
people and normalizing the discrimination and exclusion of non-White others. Babb
(1998), for instance, argues that the “ideology of whiteness taught that there was a
single group of people (i.e., propertied, White, English settlers and their descendents)
who accomplished anything that was worth accomplishing in the United States, and
that they did it alone” (p. 170). In this way, the history of Western art runs parallel to
the history of Western civilization to tell the story of Europe’s imperial powers and
their colonies turned settler nation-states.
Let me consider the issue in light of Carmichael and Hamilton’s notion of covert
racism. The “Black” issue’s relative silence underscores its, and more to the point
artscanada’s, implicit position within the systemic and institutional privileges of White-
ness. While Carmichael and Hamilton had their eye on the United States and global
anti-colonial movements, their account of the covert and institutional mechanisms of
racism are certainly applicable to Canada and its national arts journal. As their analysis
predicts, the values of White they outline in 1967 were constituted through formal and
informal structures that regulated practices, institutions, a professional coterie, and
privileged representations. It is a small step to extend their “very concrete terms” that
manifest an “established system of vested interests” (p. 113) where race mattered to
the autobiographies of the nation and its national art. In short, where Carmichael and
Hamilton listed White landlords, White policemen, and so forth, we can confidently
add White art museums, White art publishing, White art patronage, and White gate-
keeping of artistic representations.
The notion of covert racism illuminates two immediate effects relevant to reading
the artscanada “Black” issue. On one hand it goes some distance to account for the un-
selfconscious resistance expressed by Reinhardt and Tambellini, and aversion by the
other participating White artists and arts professionals, to Black-as-race. By unselfcon-
scious, I mean it is most unlikely that these select participants, representative of inno-
vative contemporary art practices intimate with the radical countercultures of
Greenwich Village and Yorkville, saw any cloying taint of bigotry compromise their
views about art and art-making. Such disavowal appears in Tambellini’s condemnation
of Western civilization and racism as part and parcel of one another. This is but one ex-
ample of what many White artists and arts professionals expressed and is corroborated
by statements made by peers of the panellists’ at the time, as well as in retrospect.
Barry Lord—briefly editor of artscanada in 1967 before Brodsky’s tenure—con-
ceptual artist Garry Ferguson, and art critic Lucy Lippard illustrate the stance of White
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contemporary artists and arts professionals whose political views leaned to the far left.
Lord’s socialist inflected The History of Painting in Canada: Toward a People’s Art, pub-
lished in 1974 by NC Press, the publishing arm of the Canadian Liberation Movement,
argues that by the mid-1960s “many Canadians were active in supporting the civil
rights struggle, which was really the fight of oppressed black Americans for justice”
(p. 223). He adds that Canadian empathy for the movement was so strong that some
“supporters travelled to battlegrounds like Selma, Alabama, while others organized
large demonstrations at U.S. consulates across Canada” (p. 223). Similarly Ferguson,
an American who spent his career shaping conceptual art at the Nova Scotia College
of Art and Design (NSCAD) from 1968 on, recounted at a 2001 conference on concep-
tualism at NSCAD that “all of these [conceptual] artists associated themselves with
the radical politics of the later 1960s.” He explained that this “was not a unique position
for an artist to take, or for that matter, for any thinking person. Vietnam and the civil
rights struggle were defining moments for many” (2001, pg. 33). Lord’s and Ferguson’s
support for “the fight of oppressed black Americans” is also reflected by maverick
American art critic, political activist, and feminist, Lucy Lippard who explains in the
1997 reprint of her Six Years: The Dematerialization of the Art Object from 1966 to 1972,
that the “era of conceptual art … was also the era of the civil rights movement, Viet-
nam, the Women’s Liberation Movement, and the counter-culture” (p. vii). Lord, Fer-
guson, and Lippard describe a prevailing artistic sensibility contemporary to the August
16, 1967 black conversation that wove together innovative art-making and criticism
with unreserved support for American Black civil rights activists.
However, all three also either intentionally or unintentionally point to the racial
limits of art practice joined with race. After describing the political views of “many
Canadians” (p. 223), Lord supplies only one painting by one artist as illustrative of
this national sentiment. He concludes his discussion of Claude Breeze’s Sunday Af-
ternoon: From an Old American Photograph (1965) by pointing out that the represen-
tational value of Breeze’s rendering is that it “at least suggests contemporary black
Americans’ courageous struggle” (p. 225). A year after proposing that support for the
civil rights movement was the only option “for any thinking person,” Ferguson be-
trays his ignorance of the racial struggles on the doorstep of the Nova Scotia College
of Art and Design when he states “I grew up in the States. The civil rights movement
wasn’t happening here” (2002, p. 33), a statement which would come as a surprise to
activists in Halifax. Of the three, it is Lippard, who in retrospect accurately acknowl-
edges the covert racism in White artists’ and arts professionals’ professed support for
the movement. After linking the eras of conceptual art and civil rights movement,
she writes that while artists “were free to let their imaginations run rampant” in “hind-
sight it is clear that they could have run further” (1997, p. vii).
My point is that the artscanada “Black” issue and its participating White panellists
shared with Lord, Ferguson, and Lippard an abhorrence of overt forms of racism, yet
all the while enforcing the structures of covert racism. Between their practices as artists
and critics, and the privileges and resources they enjoyed as part of those practices,
the cultural production of the “Black way of life” evoked by Taylor rarely leavened
their image of “contemporary black Americans’ courageous [and distant] struggle”
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(Lord, 1974, p. 225). Instead, for them, the art and artists to which they refer are implic-
itly White, and the Black civil rights movement is solely an American (and pointedly
not a Canadian) phenomenon. Its artistic import lies in its ability to serve as an inspi-
rational backdrop to their aesthetic adventures and not in the critical-creative work
produced by Black artist-activists.
The second effect that Carmichael and Hamilton’s notion of covert racism illumi-
nates is the systemic way in which the “Black way of life” and the critical-creative cul-
ture that way of life produced as a means of cultural survival, in spite of and in defiance
of White, existed outside the sphere of contemporary art and yet could be selectively
invited into the white space of the artscanada journal as a special and passing interest.
For this reason, Black as race in the artscanada “Black” issue never looses its patina of
alien-ness.
Certainly Carmichael and Hamilton’s Black Nationalist analysis in their “Black
Power” essay accurately accounts for the White power structure encountered in the
late 1960s, and shapes the White/Black-as-race dynamic inside the artscanada Black
issue. While the argument remains astute, post-sixties criticism reflected in Babb’s
1998 book, Whiteness Visible: The Meaning of Whiteness in American Literature and Cul-
ture, and Clarke’s 1997 essay “White Like Canada” (subtitled: “Canada prides itself on
being the antithesis of America – clean, well-mannered, liberal, nonracist”), depart
from Black Nationalist understandings in how they conceptualize the formative link
between identity and the racialized body. Where essentialist notions underpin
Carmichael’s and Hamilton’s understandings of Black (and White), Babb (1998) and
Clarke (1997) impute a more contingent, performatively produced subject, forged
through relations and contestations of power and discursive regimes consistent with
theoretical developments. Where prevalent “Black Nationalist paradigms” of the 1960s
and early 1970s imagined “an essentialized, organized Blackness,” (H. J. Elam Jr. cited
in Sell, 2001, p. 413) theories of subjectivity that gained ground in the post-1960s acad-
emy envision race and identity as more socially constructed. 
When Babb explains that the “ideology of whiteness wove together arbitrary traits
of hair color, eye color, skin color, religious belief, language, morality, and class into a
network of standards against which those it defined as different could be measured”
(1998, p. 169) she spells out the point Clarke makes in a different rhetorical approach.
In “White Like Canada,” archival photographs work with Clarke’s written text to strate-
gically reproduce the arbitrary nature of privileging white. A clear example lies with
an arrangement that pairs the passage “the bleak topography of winter—polar bears
and permafrost, tuques and tundra—has fired the imagination of Canadian whiteness”
(p. 106) with a black and white photograph captioned “Canadian Academy of Authors
honorees, Pierre Berton, Farley Mowat (with knife), Margaret Lawrence and Leslie Mc-
Farlane, 1977” (p. 107). The image captures this pantheon of Canlit greats just they are
about to carve up a giant cake, decorated as a map of Canada. How it works as a device
is that the photograph’s black to white greyscale links the white iced cake-map with
the white faces and hands of the “honorees” with the seemingly intrinsic character of
a white geography and climate suggested by the quote. In the two above examples,
the key indicator of a nonessential notion of race that most clearly distinguishes 1990s
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from 1960s criticism lies in the phrases “arbitrary traits” in Babb (1998) and “imagina-
tion of Canadian whiteness” in Clarke (1997).
While this distinction between past and present criticism bears noting, it should
not diminish the earlier work, since Babb and Clarke do not dismiss the fact of “insti-
tutional racism” or the “white power structure.” Instead, they usefully extend its ar-
gument by bringing the expanded role of culture into play. Both explain that the
import of culture rests not only with its ability to produce and circulate stereotypical
representations, it also rests with how it contributes to the production and circulation
of patterns of visibility and invisibility, which fixes Black and White as interconnected
yet qualitatively different.
Evocative of Carmichael and Hamilton’s “white power structure,” Babb (1998) ex-
plains that “white hegemony” describes racialized and invisible “devices of exclusion”
(p. 43) that ensure unequal privilege and access to shared resources. It is the notion of
invisible devices that is the primary point I wish to extract from Babb, since as she in-
dicates, it articulates the racial complex of White as “not necessarily who or what is
white but rather who is not white” (pp. 43–44). In this way, White is simultaneously
over-represented—and hence visible—and yet also invisible as the norm or standard
against which all others appear visibly aberrant. Conversely, Black (as well as any other
“others”), repeats the pattern of seen/not seen but in reverse.
The artscanada “Black” issue provides the doubled configuration in microcosm.
On one hand, the debate between Reinhardt and Tambellini on whether art is tran-
scendent or part of life is unmarked by race; on the other, Taylor’s “Black way of life”
is first and foremost racialized. To grasp the significance of this pattern of simultaneous
visibility linked with invisibility, consider that of the seven panellists, only Taylor is
saddled with representing the integrity of his argument with his Black body, which is
visibly produced in photographs in the issue and artscan insert. While Black as race is
underrepresented in the issue, Taylor, as representative of the “Black way of life,” is
overly visible. Consider how impossible it would be to apply this pattern in an identical
way to the other six panellists. Although they are raced, none speak of the “white way
of life”—indeed to do so would link them to the overt racism of southern White big-
ots—even though the White way of life iswhat they speak of. It is this pattern of mark-
ing the minoritarian outsider as visible against the unmarked White norm that informs
my reading of white (and consequently black) in the artscanada “Black” issue. 
Conclusion: Guy floating
After tracing the contingencies of the August 16 conversation and artscanada “Black”
publication two months later, what is the black we are left with? I have traced the
issue’s two competing framing devices, the heatedly divergent notions expressed by
Reinhardt, Tambellini, and Taylor, and the gentler possibilities suggested by the re-
maining four panellists. With such a surfeit of choices, it might be tempting to find
that “pluralism,” introduced at the beginning in the guise of artcanada’s editorial voice,
is the issue’s dominant and final point. Certainly the issue asserts a polyvalent notion
that democratically glosses the diversity of panellists’ points of view. And yet, the con-
trast between the two competing contemporary art notions of black (Reinhardt’s and
Tambellini’s), and Taylor’s critical-creative notion that is racial and socially specific, is
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acute. Their three-way debate flares, yet its driving questions are never resolved before
the discussion slips into more neutral, non-racialized, territory.
As I have suggested, the answer of what black we are left with is not found in the
transcript of the black conversation alone, but rather in how the conversation appears
along with the issue’s visual and design components. Visually speaking, Tambellini has
the first and last word: beginning with his “lumagram” on the cover and closing on the
last page of the issue with a visual reference to one of his earlier, emphatic statements:
This guy floating in space has more to do with the reality that I’m living in
than some idiotic place with walls and pictures in it … I work with the con-
cept of the space guy … and this space guy says to me, “see what the universe
is up there, something which has no ups and downs,” “see what space is, total
darkness” (artscanada, 1967, p. 14).
Fig. 4. APN (1965). Astronaut Aleksei Leonov floats in space. 
Reproduced in “Black,” artscanada, 113, p. 19.
Five pages on from this passage a final image captures a stretch of darkness and dis-
embodied legs drifting right off the closing page. The photo credit informs us that it is
Astronaut Aleksei Leonov floating in space on 18 March, 1965. These front and back
images bracket the artscanada “Black” issue, containing the more unruly collection
of interpretations of black within them. In this way the issue’s material evidence opens
a gap between Brodsky’s editorial claim of plurality to structurally privilege Tambellini’s
view over all the others, including her own pluralism. Deftly, the Russian Astronaut’s
floating legs signify in Roland Barthes’ sense of myth that, yes, there are many under-
standings of black, but there is only one truly meaningful one.
We have been misled. That is, we have been misled if we thought that the “social-
political implication of black” linked to the artscanada “Black” issue was “Black Power,”
“the Black man” or “the Black way of life.” And we have been misled if we take too
much comfort in the professed value of plurality. Tambellini’s lumagram linked with
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Note: Copyright, A. T. Brodzky, Society for Art Publications of the Americas.4
the floating Astronaut on front and back pages, trump plurality as the artscanada
“Black” issue’s dominant position on black. That is, we see reproduced the paradox of
liberalism, which is difference simultaneously professed and silently erased. The extent
of this erasure is such that in Tambellini’s and artscanada’s hands, even the actual cir-
cumstances of the lethal and covert operations of the Cold War, manifest in the arms
race and its stepchild, the space race, which account for Leonov’s presence in space in
the first place, are missing.
Tambellini’s “space guy” is modernism’s universal citizen refigured in mid-twen-
tieth-century clothes. Literally and figuratively, he floats above the “increasingly ag-
gressive subaltern groups” (Holmes, 2008, p. 47)5 exemplified by the clamour of global
liberation movements, as well as multiple civil rights movements closer to hand. Cer-
tainly race figures as a key factor in marking both subaltern and dominant groups. Art
figures as well because memory is the prerogative of national and communal forms
of cultural expression, no matter whether these forms are elite or minoritarian (Sell,
2007). In August 1967, as the rhetoric of Black Power circulated through mainstream
media, the term black’s heightened racial connotations barely intruded into the seven
men’s conversation. Where connotations did intrude, the views of the six White pan-
ellists and the formal and aesthetic strategies used by the artscanada October 1967
“Black” issue contain the intrusion in such a way that the intersection of elite modes
of art with minority creative-critical movements flare and dissipate. It is the notion of
covert racism linked with the hegemonizing power of the ideology of Whiteness that
names this dissipation as racial segregation.
Notes
1. It is the Canadian Journal of Communication’s style to use an uppercase “B” and uppercase “W” when
referring to people/race.
2. artscanada was called Canadian Art from 1943 until the end of 1966. In 1967 it became artscanada
with “a” uncapitalized, which stayed in place until 1982 (Graham 1988, p. 8). Canadian Art was revived
in 1984 after a two-year hiatus.
3. Back slash between arts and Canada (arts/canada) in original.
4. Complete photo credit reads, “page 19 Astronaut Aleksei Leonov floats in space. Reproduced from
colour film taken by Leonov’s colleague aboard their space vehicle, 18 March 1965. Photo APN, from
The Unesco Courier, June 1965” (artscanada, 1967, p. 19).
5. That a redefinition of the nation and citizenship premised on multicultural plurality and diversity
was underway in Canada in the 1960s and early 1970s is relevant here. See Holmes (2008).
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